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THE NATURE OF WAR EARLY WARFARE ESTABLISHES LATER PATTERNS
tfar and peace throughout history these two have intertwined, forming 
the basic fabric upon which the rest of the story of mankind has been 
embroidered The relationship of war and peace has been one of giant pendulum 
swings of change in which the very meaning of war and peace and, certainly, 
the values that man attaches to them have altered and evolved The progress 
of man's technology and maturing values of morality have affected both man's 
ability to wage war and his understanding of its consequences Today, war, 
with its connotations of horror and devastation, is abhored and the virtues of 
peace are extolled But it was not always so, nor is war absent from 
mankind's present experience
In its simplest form, peace is the absence of war But vdiat is war? And 
why do men wage it? What is the mystique and fascination of war, that it 
holds our attention so compelíingly?
War is institutionalized violence Violence has been known to man since 
his earliest times it was, after all, the means through which man as a 
hunter obtained much of his food Violence by nan against his fellow man has 
also characterized his species since its beginnings As far back as man has 
memory, myth and religion contain such instances the death of Osíris as a 
result of his brother Set's plot from Egyptian mythologyl and the story of 
Cain's killing of his brother Abel from the Judeo-Christian heritage are but 
two examples that came readily to mind
What distinguishes war fron other forms of violence is that the violence 
of war is carried out against the external enemies of a conmunity for the sake 
of a higher social purpose A man who commits a violent act in such service, 
if the act was carried out m  conformance with the community's appropriate
2code of behavior, is excused the punishment otherwise normally accorded the 
violent act
Man wages war for countless reasons - greed, self defense, personal or 
community glory, honor, religion, even boredom - but in the end, men fight 
because of one basic reality the final arbiter of physical existence is 
force It is this stark truth that those who would make peace must face and 
find an answer
Yet despite man’s progress in his search for peace, despite the 
bloodshed, waste, and cruelty of war, somehow there remains a fascination 
about war and warriors that cannot be accounted for by a simple Darwinian 
statement on the survival of the fittest Same, noting that war has exercised 
man's mind and emotions since time began, speculate that there must be 
something deep inside the human psyche that lusts for and thrills to the clash 
of arms while enabling itself to blot out the shrieks of the maimed and the 
d y mg2 While this aspect of the human psvche may have actually been, m  some 
part, a survival characteristic for early man, the increase of destructiveness 
of weapons as a result of modern technology makes any unthinking surrender to 
the "mystique" of war a potential prologue to a final Armageddon The 
challenge for modern man, then, is to understand his fascination with war 
without succumbing to it
If modern man is to truly understand the nature of war, he should start 
his search with his earliest beginnings All too often, man's study of war 
begins with Classical Europe and the Greek and Persian wars3 Beginning man's 
involvement with war so "late" in his history carries with it, however, the 
danger of loss of the continuity of social and military patterns evident in 
the longer view Advances m  knowledge of prehistory and of the ancient Near
3East now permit tracing the interaction of society and war much further back 
into man's past4 m  doing so we discover that many of the patterns we know 
today were already firmly established by the advent of Classical Europe This 
essay traces some of the central themes in the early development out of man's 
prehistory of reoccuring relationships between society and war, using ancient 
Egypt and Assyria as case studies
FROM TRIBAL CONFLICT TO QfPIRES AT WAR
Fran his earliest times, man's methods of making war reflect the 
structure of his society and, m  turn, affect the shape of those structures 
In a pattern repeated again and again, the weapons used by man are first 
borrowed from tools used in his everyday life and then refined for war As 
man moves from a nomadic hunting and gathering existence into more settled 
agrarian subsistence, the increasing specialization of his society is 
paralleled by the change m  conception of the fighting man as warrior to one 
of the fighting man as soldier This distinction, while blurred because a 
soldier retains many characteristics of the warrior, is important in 
understanding the discipline that subordinates personal honor and individual 
inclination to a higher institution, thus differentiating a soldier frati the 
warrior and permitting establishment of institutions that endure beyond the 
lifespan of one charismatic chieftain or leader
Prehistoric Conflicts
The first human fighters were undoubtedly tribal warriors, fighting on
4foot, using simple wooden clubs and stones as weapons Just as with most 
primitive hunter/gatherer peoples of recent history, little distinction 
between man the hunter and man the warrior was likely, with the ability to use 
weapons being part of a youth's "passage to manhood " Use of wooden spears, 
sharpened and then hardened by fire, has been known since the earliest period 
of the Old Stone Age (a pointed yew staff rammed between the ribs of an 
elephant skeleton has been found m  interglacial soil), and the use of bone 
fragments as weapon points was cannon by the close (Upper Paleolithic period) 
of the Old Stone Age5
By the following Mesolithic (Middle Stone Age) period, not only had 
earlier crude stone forms evolved into beautifully shaped tools and weapons of 
flaked flint and other tough, fine-grained rocks, but also the first great 
advance m  weapons technology had occurred with the invention and widespread 
use of the bow All available evidence now points to the development of the 
bow as a projectile weapon m  southern Europe and northern Africa around 
15,000 BC, and to the fact that it reached northern Europe during the ninth 
millennium to became the most important weapon for fighting and hunting until 
the second millennium^ just as with later technological innovations, 
portions of the previous technology were retained and the use of the thrown 
spear and rock continues well into later classical times, evolving into 
variations of the javelin and sling Similarly, the club and axe as hand 
weapons evolved into subsequent forms of mace and battle-axe with modern 
variations still in use as late as the last century
The earliest record of man in combat with his fellow man dates from the 
Mesolithic period and involves the bow as a weapon Cave paintings found m  
Spain show scenes of bodies of archers facing each other in combat, and
4a
Cy
Warfare in the Middle Stone Age A Mesolithic rock-painting from 
a site in Spain depicts two opposing groups of prehistoric men 
fighting with bows and arrows
5several discoveries of bone or stone arrowheads embedded in human skeletons 
confirm that these little battles were no figments of an artist's 
imagination^
The Mesolithic period also marked a significant turning point m  man's 
culture During this time the climate gradually became warmer, melting the 
ice cap which had covered Europe for thousands of years In the milder, 
wetter climate forests grew where before there had been barren tundra This 
dramatic change in climate and intensive hunting caused the extinction (by
11.000- 6,000 BC) of the great herds of mammoth, bison, and other large animals 
which had grazed over northern Europe throughout the Paleolithic period 
Mesolithic people adapted to the change m  climate, vegetation, and animal 
life Plants became the main source of food (although fish, shellfish, and 
mammals were also eaten)8
Thus the conditions were set for the rise of agriculture and the next 
quantum leap m  man's ability to wage war on his fellow man The farming and 
animal breeding which began in the New Stone Age (Neolithic), about
6.000- 4,000 BC, resulted in the first permanent human settlements featuring 
the use of domesticated draught animals for ploughing and a reliance on staple 
crops such as wheat and barley^ Maintenance of this way of life required an 
increasing specialization m  craft activities One result of this trend was 
the decline of the bow, whose effective use requires constant practice^, as 
the major weapon of vorfare, with the socketed spear and bronze sword becoming 
the dominant arms by the second millennium BC, especially in sane parts of 
Europe
As a tecnological innovation, the concept of the sword was very simple 
a long blade with a grip at one end It was, moreover, a weapon that required
6markedly less training than the bow for proficency, offering many possible 
varieties m  form and great versatility in use It was significantly more 
adaptable and subtle than its close antecedents of club and hard axe, as the 
sword v^s capable of thrusting and parrying as well as cutting!-2
Although the sword would eventually become the near-universal hand 
weapon, as with the advent of the bow and its predecessor projectile weapons, 
mace and battle-axe variations continued to be utilized as hand weapons 
alongside and with the sword Further, use of the bow did not disappear 
entirely in suitable, open terrain (as in the Near East), its use was 
retained However, because of the requirement for constant practice, the bow 
vös primarily the weapon of nomadic hunting peoples or of professional 
soldiers!3f like later Egyptian or Assyrian archers Beyond improved weapons' 
technology, it was the appearance of the professional soldier that was the 
more important result of the agricultural revolution The rise of agriculture 
saw the creation of large formed armies and transition of the fighting man 
from tribal warrior to disciplined soldier
»farfare in the Ancient Near East 
the Rise of Egypt
From Mesopotamia and Egypt to India and China, fertile valleys became the 
locus of early civilizations, characterized by craft specialization, long 
distance trade, and monumental architecture Societies became increasingly 
stratified, with ruling elites harnessing natural resources and human labor to 
form large governmental units In the early civilizations, the tribe gave way 
to the kingdom and the kingdom verged on empire One of the earliest records
6a
Palette of Narmer Reverse face of this palette showing Narmer, 
wearing the white crown of Upper Egypt, in ritual sacrifice of an 
enemy chief The motif of the palette is repeated symbolically 
next to Narmer with the falcon (Horus) of Upper Egypt surmounting 
a human-headed papyrus plant representing Lower Egypt
7of this process and "civilized” warfare is the Palette of Narmer, 
conmemorating a victory by Narmer, king of Upper Egypt, over Lower Egypt 
(today the Nile delta) Nanner is believed to be the same king of Upper Egypt 
(called Menes in later accounts) who won a decisive victory over Lower Egypt 
and combined the two realms, ruling from Menphis, a city which he is credited 
with founding upriver slightly from the beginning of the Nile delta On one 
side, the palette shows Narmer wearing the traditional "White Crown" of Upper 
Egypt (a wickerwork construction of woven papyrus) and wielding a ceranomal 
mace with a pear-shaped stone head One of the ritual acts following a 
victory was for the king to slay the enemy chief with his mace On its other 
face, the palette shows Narmer, preceded by standard bearers and wearing the 
"Red Crown" of lower Egypt, marching in procession to inspect the decapitated 
bodies of prisoners!4 After unification, the two crowns were combined to
form the "Double Crown" (or "Pschent") worn by subsequent Pharaohs The 
unification of Egypt (about 3000 BC) by Menes marked the establishment of the 
First Dynasty Subsequent dynasties secured their hold on the throne and 
Egypt entered the "Old Kingdom" period of Egyptian historylS
Old Kingdom Egypt
Wars of this period would have been relatively small scale affairs with 
armies consisting entirely of infantry It is likely that the battle order 
was a straight line front of shield-carrying light infantry armed with spear, 
battle-axe, or club Archery units would have been placed either on the wings 
or, possibly, behind the infantry line The archery units would fire on the 
enemy, with the center advancing simultaneously to make contact with the enemy
7a
Palette of Narmer Frontal face showing Narmer, wearing the red 
crown of Lower Egypt, preceded by standard bearers, viewing the 
headless bound bodies of executed prisoners (The prisoners' 
heads have been placed between their feet ) A bull, a Pharaonic 
symbol, found at the top of both faces of the palette, is shown 
destroying a fortification at the bottom of the face, one of the 
earliest representations of seige warfare
8front The opposing lines would then fight hand-to-hand with axes and clubs 
until the center was broken and the enemy driven from the fieldlö Later, as 
military operations became more sophisticated, archer formations were probably 
deployed between close-order bodies of hand-to-hand fighting troops
The Old Kingdom of Egypt began a transition from tribal to professional 
army In Egypt, the craft specialization of early civilizations had resulted 
m  the establishment of small numbers of hereditary professional soldiers, who 
would have formed the nucleus of the army In addition, the tribal idea of 
"every man a warrior" was evident, with each "name", or tribe of Egypt, having 
its own militia, presumably based on some form of short military service as 
youths came of age, followed by a muster of the appropriate number of1 trained 
men when they were needed Thus, the army of Pharaoh at this time consisted 
almost entirely of contingents of militia, leavened with a few units of 
hereditary soldiers, from those nomes in the Nile valley which recognized the 
Pharaoh at Memphis as their warlordl7
The Pharaohs of the Old Kingdom must not have found this arrangement 
altogether satisfactory Mercenaries were recruited from Nubia (darker 
skinned and less civilized peoples living south of Egypt on the Nile, famous 
for their skill with the bow) and, later, Libya These mercenary units, which 
originally were used to provide a larger army when necessary, became an 
increasingly greater percentage of the army, probably because the native 
Egyptian forces tended to be more loyal to the nomes, at the expense of 
national (or royal) interestsl8 The Old Kingdom Pharaoh's lack of control of 
a national army meant that, as a political reality, he was just the biggest 
nomarch (ruler of a nome) In times of weak central authority, a nomarch 
could use his position to seize control of other names or even become Pharaoh
8a
The Expansion of Egypt Each kingdom of ancient Egypt saw an 
extension of Pharaoh's authority
9himself The fall of the Old Kingdom at the end of the Sixth Dynasty was the 
result of just such a situation with rival claimants struggling for the 
throne A fifty-year period of anarchy ensued, with the namarchs of Thebes, 
in Upper Egypt, eventually fighting their way to the kingship of a united 
Egypt, thus founding the Middle Kingdom19
Middle Kingdom Bgypt
The Pharaohs of the Middle Kingdon, in a pattern we see repeated 
throughout "civilized" history, set out to secure their position by creation 
of a professional, national army loyal to the central throne, exactly as the 
kings of medieval Europe were to do m  wresting power from their feudal 
nobility The army of the Theban Pharaohs contained a strong native Egyptian
element Each name still had to provide a quota of recruits, but now they
entered into permanent military service under Pharaoh and were so completely 
isolated from the rest of their society that they became known as "those who 
live in the army" or "followers of His Majesty" Mercenaries were also
recruited, again from Nubia and Libya, but this time their numbers were not 
allowed to become too great, and they were frequently given policing and 
garrison duties so their strength was divided, while the native contingents 
were concentrated in the main army20
Warfare was now a professional thing with highly trained soldiers 
fighting in disciplined formations The center of the battle line would be 
composed of close-formation spearmen and hand-to-hand fighters in rectangular 
columns or deep lines, supported by close-order archers m  line The flanks 
of the army would be formed by lighter and more mobile troops, such as javelin
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skirmishers and foreign auxiliaries21 Certain units were awarded elite 
status and the Pharaohs lavishly rewarded gallant service in the field with 
presentations of daggers of honor and golden collars22
With this army, the Pharaohs of the Middle Kingdom embarked on the 
conquest and annexation of Lower Nubia, cementing their conquest with the 
construction of fortresses m  Nubia as strong as any in medieval Europe23 m  
addition to obtaining access to raw materials (especially gold) and securing 
traded, this policy of conquest would have had the intentional side effect of 
keeping large military forces active under the personal control of the 
Pharaoh, an effective counterbalance to the military forces of the major 
nobles With the conquest of Nubia, Egypt, the archetype of the early 
clvlllzations, the tribes that grew into a kingdom, had become an empire and 
broadened the definition of war
New Dimensions to Wár and the Affect of Technology
The meaning of war had now grown frcm tribal territorial skirmishing, 
testing the manhood of the tribe's warriors, to include war as an instrument 
of state policy, carried out by professional soldiers (and if same were not 
professionals when a campaign began, they were by the time it was over) By 
the end of the Middle Kingdom m  Egypt, the major patterns of society and 
warfare had been established that were to dominate subsequent human history 
As in all things, few sharp dividing lines are possible and the balance 
differs between the relative values of each element in the pattern m  various 
societies, but the basic threads of the pattern remain constant Questions of 
the social value of war as a test of manhood, the distribution of political
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power in a society based on control of military force in that society, and use 
of force to insure a society's security or impose its will on other societies 
had all acquired meaning and received answer by this stage in man's societal 
development
Perhaps the mainspring of the mechanisms causing change m  the balance of 
man's historical societies has been change in the relative levels of 
technology available to those societies Almost without exception, a change 
m  technology available to a society has been eventually exploited, where 
possible, to gain a military advantage The speed with which new technology 
was utilized generally depended on the social rigidity of the society ( 1 e 
its willingness to adopt new ideas and methods) and its perception of an 
external threat An outstanding example of this principle was the 
introduction to the Egyptians of the weapon responsible for the end of the 
Middle Kingdom, a weapon so decisive in its effect that it revolutionized 
contemporary concepts of warfare This weapon was the chariot
The advent of the horse-drawn chariot represented a quantum increase in 
mobility and shock powsr on a battlefield previously dominated by men on foot 
and began the seesaw struggle for supremacy in the battles of history between 
the infantryman on foot and the mounted man, be he mounted on chariot, horse, 
camel, elephant or tank Dominance of the battlefield by the "infantry arm" 
or the "mounted arm" now becomes a military measure, reflecting the technology 
available to a society and the social structure of that society
New Kingdom Egypt
The chariot appears to burst upon the ancient Egyptians with the same
12
psychological (and physical) impact as the German tank on the French m  the 
German "Blitzkrieg" (lightening warfare) attack on France in 1940, smashing 
confortable assumptions of innate superiority m  both cases And in both 
cases, the effect of the blow was magnified by weakness m  the current central 
government, causing the fall of that government, and leaving their people to 
deal with the "shame" of having been defeated by "barbarians" from the East 
For the Egyptians, the "barbarians" were the Hyksos, a people of uncertain 
origin, now generally accepted as being Canaanites from Southern Palestine who 
extended their rule to northern Egypt supported by many lesser chieftains and 
some of the northern Egyptian provincial nobles25
The invasion of Egypt progressed by stages, starting c 1720 BC, with the 
Hyksos gradually extending their authority until it included all of northern 
Egypt with southern Egypt reduced to vassaldam by c 1675 BC The Hyksos 
conquest, aided by their adroit political maneuverm g 2 6 , was dependent on 
their knowledge of chariot warfare and associated developments in the military 
field (to include scale armor, the composite bow, and bronze swords and axe 
heads), which had filtered into Syria and Canaan from Mesopotamian sources27 
The arrogance of the Hyksos sparked off a war of liberation led by the Theban 
Pharaoh Sekenenre Although Sekenenre was killed in battle (his mummy shows 
frightful head wounds28), his sons Ramose and Ahmose I, completed the 
expulsion of the Hyksos and began the "New Kingdom" expansion into Palestine, 
as well as the reconquest of Nubia, which was completed by Thutmose l29
The Egyptians of the New Kingdom exploited the military potential of the 
chariot by using its mobility to assault the enemy's main line from a distance 
with archery, weakening the enemy for an infantry attack This tactic would 
frequently result in chariot skirmishes with enemy chariots trying to prevent
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an attack on their mfantry30 such combat between vehiles spaced widely 
enough to avoid collision and permit turning maneuvers might well involve 
interpenetration of opposing lines, with much wheeling and turning as the 
chariots reformed for successive charges The major disadvantage to the 
Egyptians m  their light chariots would be the danger of being swept away in 
the initial charge of heavier opponents Despite the skill and verve with 
which the Egyptians used the chariot, infantry remained the most numerous and 
important part of the New Kingdom Egyptian army, unlike the practice other 
ancient Near East powers, as m  Canaan and Syria, where chanotry was the 
pre-eminent arm, supported by the infantry31 As m  the Old and Middle 
Kingdom, New Kingdom infantry was primarily made up of archers and 
hand-to-hand close-combat troops, with separate missile and shock units drawn 
up m  close-order formations These formations would usually be linear, 
except for advance in the presence of enemy chanotry, in which event dense 
rectangular columns with a screening line of friendly chanotry appear to have 
been used32 Such tactics would have offered advancing infantry an 
"all-around" defense under mounted attack, equivalent in nature to the 
Napoleonic square The Pharaoh was commander-in-chief of the entire armed 
forces and the army had became a major institution, recruited and maintained 
exclusively by the central authonty33 using this army, the Pharaohs of the 
New Kingdom created an empire
While other of the Pharaohs are better known today, including Ramesses II 
of Biblical fame, perhaps the greatest was Thutmose III, the "Warrior King", 
generally regarded as the architect of the Egyptian empire His reign marked
the beginning of the greatest epoch in his country's history The son of one 
of the minor wives of Thutmose II, Thutmose III was dominated in his youth by
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his regent, Hatshepsut, major wife and sister of his father Hatshepsut 
usurped Thutmose Ill's place for the first twenty-two years of his reign, a 
period during which Egyptian influence declined On her death, Thutmose III 
embarked on a long series of campaigns from Nubia in the south to Syria and 
the Euphrates River m  the north, which brought Egypt to the high tide of its 
empire and prestige The prosperity generated by his successful campaigns was 
evidenced m  the huge quantities of tribute which poured into his treasury arri 
reflected m  the building program conducted during his reign A short man 
(his mummy shows him to be not above five feet three inches m  height), the 
statues of Thutmose III show a resolute face with a large, high-bridged nose 
and a pleasantly smiling mouth34
Perhaps due to the small size of available horses, the Egyptians did not 
develop cavalry as a battlefield arm, although some light cavalry were used by 
the Egyptians as scouts35 it was another Near-Eastern people, the Assyrians, 
who are believed responsible for the final evolution of true cavalry units and 
the development of the chariot into a shock as well as a maneuver weapon
Hie Assyrians
The Assyrians were a Mesopotamian people originating m  the Upper Tigris 
valley First achieving importance c 2000 BC36, by the time the Assyrian 
Empire reached its height in the later eighth century BC, Assyria had became a 
society totally dedicated to war, a state organized around a permanent regular 
army37 The Assyrians followed much the same pattern as the Egyptians with an 
army based on a militia system developing into a professional standing army 
backed up m  wartime by a well-organized call-up of men under obligation to
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render military service38 The Assyrians are distinguished by apparently 
being the first to fully exploit the advantage of iron over bronze, using iron 
for weapons and incorporating it into their armor39 Terror was another 
factor which contributed greatly to the Assyrians' success Cruelty arri 
ferocity were characteristic of most armies of the period, but the Assyrians 
used a calculated policy of terror, possibly the earliest example of organized 
psychological warfare It was not unusual for the Assyrians to kill every 
man, woman, and child in a captured city, or to carry away entire populations 
into captivity, smashing forever a conquered people's identity40
Apart from the Assyrians' ruthless policies of extermination and 
deportation and their exploitation of the advantages of iron for weapons and 
armor, the vital ingredient of their success was their professional army 
Their infantry was composed of spearmen, bowmen (sometimes in mixed units with 
the spearmen), and slingers, as well as shieldmen of several types While it 
is clear from reliefs that the excellent Assyrian infantry made up the greater 
part of their army and bore the brunt of the fighting, the Assyrians are best 
known for their chariots The Assyrian chariots were primarily used m  a 
'shock-charge' capacity, as true cavalry seems to have picked up the 
reconnaissance and battlefield mobility roles of earlier light chariots For 
this shock role, the Assyrian chariot was made progressively heavier, so that 
by the ninth century BC, four crewmen with iron lamellar armor41 stood in a 
wooden frame protected by iron armor of rectangular metal plates pulled by 
four horses armored with textile armor or with iron m  the same manner as the 
chanot42 Altogether, the total weight on impact with an enemy must have 
approached several tons, a fearful weapon of destruction
Another innovation the Assyrians are credited with was the perfection of
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cavalry as a separate combat arm It seems probable that Assyrian cavalry 
grew, in the early ninth century BC, out of a practice of riding unhitched 
chariot outrigger horses43 Early cavalrymen were apparently still considered 
part of the "chariot-system," operating m  pairs like chariot crewmen without 
a chariot A "chariot archer" cavalryman would fire his bow from one horse m  
a pair while a "charioteer" cavalryman, carrying a spear and shield, would 
guide the reins of both horses44 By the eighth century BC the cavalrymen 
were controlling their own mounts45, and by the mid-seventh century BC, some 
Assyrian cavalrymen were riding horses protected by, at least, textile armor 
It is interesting to note that four of these later cavalrymen would be closely 
equivalent to the armored crew, horses, and weaponry of a four-man, four-horse 
chariot, while dispensing with the vehicle The development of this advanced 
form of cavalry may have thus hastened the redundancy of the chariot, as the 
cavalry would have been more economical and tactically flexible46
The Assyrians pass off the stage of world power at the end of the seventh 
century BC with the final overthrow of the Assyrian Empire by the Medes, 
Babylonians, and the Scythians47 (these last were mounted nomads coming from 
Southern Russia across the Caucasus Mountains, famous for their skill with the 
horsebow) With the passing of the Assyrians from the scene, the Empire of 
the Medes and Persians would shortly come to dominate the history of war in 
the ancient Near East It was to be the union of the mature military systems 
of the Near East with the proficiency of the Greeks in heavily armored 
infantry that would result in the full flowering of the military strategy and 
tactics of Classical Europe48 and the beginning of a Western military 
history
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PERSISTENT PATTERNS
Examination of man’s prehistory and first civilizations reveals the early 
establishment of many of the patterns of interaction between society and 
military conflict that continue to be observed in the present Understanding 
of basic continuities m  patterns of man's experience enable those studying 
the nature of var to better isolate distinctive and unique aspects of each 
portion m  the weave m  the fabric of history, while retaining the long view 
of the threads that tie events together
Certainly, the realization that man's propensity for conflict may have 
been a survival characteristic for early man is vital in attempting to deal 
with the specter of societal self-destruction which man's technological 
progress has created An appreciation for difference and congruence in value 
systems between the tribal warrior and professional soldier is a necessary 
prerequisite m  analyzing the nature of the human fighter (This approach 
might be especially relavent for the present in study of the motivations of 
those committing terrorism and those combating it ) Even at the beginning of 
man's history, examining the intertwining of the military system of a society 
with the structure of that society is essential m  determining internal locus 
of power and motivation for external aggression Finally, the effect of 
technological change on the military balance between societies is evident from 
man's first beginnings, although, military forces (and societies) should be 
evaluated in terms of the continuities of what technologies are retained m  
the face of a threat as well as what new technologies are used
Careful weighing of these persistent patterns of interaction between 
society and military conflict reinforces the judgement that the use of force
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remains the final arbiter of man's physical existence This challenge 
continues to confront peacemakers to find a stronger mechanism to replace 
force as the final method of resolving conflict For until such is found, 
appeals to man's better nature are not likely to prevail, for, as Thucydides 
said, "Of the gods we believe and of men we know, that the strong rule where 
they can "49 Thus, the nature of the methods of waging war have changed with 
the "progress" of man's civilization, but the nature of war remains a constant 
with the earliest patterns of warfare still observable today Until something 
stronger is found to replace the use of force m  resolving dispute, war will 
remain, as m  the Latin inscription Ultima ratio regnum on eighteenth-century 
cannon, "the final argument of kings "50
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